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Cover Story
Forty Years of Ashpan

Forty years ago, in February 1973, IDSME members received copies of a
new publication, Ashpan. This was the society's second attempt at
producing a journal for members. The first, way back in 1951, reportedly
lasted only two issues, and its title, if it had one, has been long forgotten.
Ashpan No. 1 had only nine pages including the front cover, although it
was in A4 format rather than the A5 size we are used to today. The cover
itself was a full page illustration by Peter Pardington's late father, and
this image was used for the front cover of the first nine issues of Ashpan.
Those first nine issues were edited by Laurie Greene, Ashpan's founding
editor.
In that first issue the editor expressed the aspiration that Ashpan might
be published 'at least three or four times a year'. It would all depend on
material being available for
publication. As it happens
there were three issues in that
first year, but only two the
following year. As it
transpired, for many years to
come Ashpan would typically
appear two to three times a
year. Very occasionally there
would be a year with only one
issue and there was one year,
1977, where no issues
appeared at all. This occurred
during an interregnum in the
editorship, which ended with
the appearance Ashpan No. 10
in 1978. Malcolm Parsons was
the new editor, a role he would
continue to undertake until
2002, during which time fifty
three issues would appear.
The present editor took over in
2003.
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In that first issue of his, Malcolm expressed the hope that the content of
Ashpan would be 'varied, by, for, and, in the main, about IDSME, our
members and their projects and allied topics. However it all depends on
copy arriving on the editor's desk...' Every word of that, remains true to this
day.
Issue No. 10 was still in A4 format, but had a new design of cover, one
which will be recognisably similar to that still in use today. It wasn't until
issue No. 13 that Ashpan shrank to the A5 size that has been used ever
since.
Over the years the method of producing Ashpan has changed out of all
recognition. In the beginning it was a true cut and paste operation,
involving real scissors and glue. Submitted articles were hand written and
typewriters were to the fore in producing the printed words for publication,
and once the master pages had been produced these had to be photocopied
the requisite number of times, and then the pages all had to be collated and
stapled together (carefully down the very edge in the case of the A4
editions). One or two early issues even had photographic prints stuck in
every copy after the event. Print quality could be extremely variable,
depending on the state of the photocopier used, although for a while
Ashpan was always produced on just serviced photocopiers; one of our
members worked for a time as a photocopier service engineer.
By contrast today everything is done on the computer. Articles and
pictures mostly arrive by email, the magazine is prepared using a desktop
publishing programme and the final result is emailed to the printers, who
print directly from the electronic master. The ease with which Ashpan can
now be produced, compared with previously, has meant that issues
nowadays generally have more pages than before, and since 2008 Ashpan
has appeared four times a year, finally achieving the aspiration of that very
first issue after only thirty five years.
What has made all this possible is contributions for inclusion in the
magazine. Over the years many members have submitted items. Indeed
quite a few have many such credits to their name. The success of Ashpan
over the past forty years is in no small part down to them. Which brings me
onto contributions for the next forty years...
Finally if you want to see what all the fuss is about, (and you haven't
already discovered it) all previous issues of Ashpan can be downloaded, in
PDF format, from our website. The link to the Ashpan download page is:

http://www.idsme.co.uk/IDSME/IDSMEAshpanOnline.shtml
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Chairman's Chat
Many of you will know that Terry Castledine died on 16th December.
Twelve members attended his funeral, at St Giles Church on 21st
December.
Terry had been constructing a 5” Gauge 14XX locomotive from a
Winson kit, taking advice from members to correct many errors in the
supplied parts. He had made great progress with it and was hoping to
have it running in 2013. Terry’s family have expressed the wish that
that it be finished by IDSME and become a club locomotive, with it’s
first passenger run carrying members of his family. Thanks are due to
Mike Dunning and his team who immediately took on the job of
completing it.

Our new exhibition team managed to make sure that IDSME had a
stand at the London Model Engineering Exhibition at Alexandra
Palace last January. Thanks go to John Browning and Bob Proudfoot
who provided the transport and organised the display itself and to
their team of ‘porters’. It is gratifying to report the strong support
received from members for exhibits and the best stewarding response
we have had for some time.

The Winter Programme that has just finished, kept us entertained
during the long grim winter that is still upon us. Many members took
part with a variety of subjects being presented. In the absence of a
full time programme secretary we only managed to continue with our
evening entertainment in recent years thanks to David Sexton.
Fortunately, Mark Piper has now taken over and looks forward to
your offers of talks either by yourselves or by suggesting outside
speakers who may be of interest.

Here’s hoping Spring will appear soon and that we have a good
Running Season.

Mel Fuller
Hon. Chairman
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Ashpan Notebook
Ashpan 97 & 98
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The Summer issue of Ashpan, number 98, is due to
be published in time for the July running day and so any contributions
should be with the editor by early June. The editor's contact details can
be found on the inside front cover.

Subscription Renewals
Membership subscriptions for 2013/14 fell due at the beginning of April.
The full membership subscription this year is £30, while junior
membership is £6. The treasurer will be delighted to receive your
subscription sooner rather than later.
If you can't get down to the club to see him in person then you can either
pay by electronic transfer into the club account (at Barclays, Sort Code
20-73-53, account No. 30548782, your name will serve as the transaction
reference) or by sending a cheque (made payable to IDSME) to Graham
Findlater, 6 Arundel Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 4NE.

Picnic Tables
You may have read in the Committee Minutes that we decided, on
grounds of safety, to replace the two picnic benches that adorn our front
lawn. These have now been purchased and assembled on site.
Please can we ask that they are not treated as work benches, saw horses,
or even spray booths. They are provided to make it more comfortable for
us and our guests when eating
and drinking on site so let's try
and keep them clean for that
purpose. If they can be placed
under the Booking Office or
Station canopies when not in use
I'm sure we can make them last
as long as their predecessors. We
will at some stage give them an
additional coat of preservative
but are unsure what colour we
fancy.
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What DoYou Mean ByThat?
by Paracaramel.

When Humpty Dumpty was asked the same question by Alice he replied ‘It
means just what I choose it to mean - neither more nor less.’ This scornful
reply, although not at all helpful, has surely been repeated many times
over and I cannot be sure that I haven’t even heard it from some quarters
at IDSME. When it comes to questions relating to technical matters,
concise descriptions become much more important in order to avoid
misunderstandings. Whilst this may seem obvious it is not without its
problems. These may arise because words can sometimes have more than
one meaning. This may be splitting hairs but consider the example of the
pharmacy who declared ‘We dispense with accuracy’. In addition, some
words have changed their meaning over time and others have been
misinterpreted or misapplied. An example of the former is the word
‘sophisticated’ which comes from ‘sophism’ meaning false but which
nowadays has come to mean something desirable. Misapplication has many
examples relating to prefixes or suffixes. Consider the word ‘flammable’
and its opposite ‘inflammable’ but which is taken to mean the same thing
and which has required the more cumbersome ‘non-flammable’ to avoid
confusion. In the area of technical equipment we frequently find the
suffixes ‘graph’ which describes the machine or device and ‘gram’ which
describes the result which is often in the form of a printable report. Hence
a cardiograph produces a cardiogram. So, where does this leave the
‘photograph’? Another example of a confusing prefix is the use of ‘para’
which when applied to ‘medic’ means alongside but, when applied to ‘chute’
means against. But then one thing leads to another and the word ‘against’
can mean ‘opposed to’ as well as ‘alongside’.
Not wishing to dwell much further on the vagaries of our language, which
can pop up in the most unlikely places, including engineering, I have long
had it in mind to make a list of terms relevant to engineers and which in
many cases come in pairs that are often applied confusingly. Many of these
will be seen as nit-picking and I am very aware of the adage that a
difference is only a difference if it makes a difference. Nevertheless, I will
make a start with one of the most widely misused pairs of words.

Accuracy and Precision: Both terms are better understood with a
knowledge of tolerances and the statistics which allow them to be described
mathematically, but this is beyond the requirements of the average model
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engineer. Accordingly a simple description will suffice. Accuracy is a
measurement of the variation of the result from the true value. Precision is
a measurement of the variation of the result from that which is acceptable,
even if it is wrong. A typical example from model engineering might be that
a 2" diameter cylinder bored to 2.0000 ± 0.0005" could be accurate whilst a
pair of 2" diameter cylinders each bored to 2.1000 ± 0.0001" would be
precise but not accurate. For the model engineer, who usually makes items
only in small numbers, the concept of tolerances cannot be described
statistically but only described in relation to the limitations of the
measuring device being used at the
time. In the engineering context,
accuracy automatically assumes
precision but in other contexts such
as target practice this is not
necessarily the case. The example
shown on the left of the diagrams
would not be described as accurate by
an engineer whilst the diagram on the
right would be, but without the necessity to state the precision.
Whilst on the subject of comparing numbers of items with each other, it is
impossible to make comparisons between three or more of them. The word
‘between’ stems from ‘twin’ and the correct word to use for three or more is
‘among’.
For the more academically minded the concept of tolerances for very small
items gets increasingly difficult and, when approaching molecular
dimensions, becomes impossible. This is due to molecular vibration
whereby motion and position are mutually exclusive. The effect of this is
quantified by the Heisenberg ‘Principle of Uncertainty’ but it is unlikely to
bother the average model engineer.
Following on from the above there is another pair of related words which
are often confused.

Repetition and Reproduction: The first is the ability to copy an item or
result by the same person using the same equipment in the same
environment whilst the second is the ability to copy an item or result by a
different person using different equipment in a different environment. In
some circumstances this may also be equated with precision. Hence
engineering workshops which claim to be ‘precision’ imply that they offer a
service to copy parts or copy from drawings to a high standard.
However complex our language might seem, its great strength lies in its
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ability to absorb words from other cultures as well as to update some of its
own archaic ones. For instance, an engineer from a previous era would
have not had any difficulty in understanding the difference between the
words Ruler and Rule but in today’s parlance the two have mostly become
synonymous. For an accurate and forthright distinction between the two,
our President will surely oblige. Another example is the word ‘screwdriver’
which used to be called a ‘turn-screw’. This was in the days when most
screws had slotted heads whose advantages were minimal and quite
unsuited to automated driving. This leads me to another pair of confusing
items:

Phillips and Pozidriv: The classic flat bladed screwdriver began to lose
its monopoly in 1935 when Henry Phillips invented his cruciform or cross-
head alternative. By 1937 Phillips had launched the Phillips Screw
Company and General Motors were using their drivers on the assembly
lines. By 1940 85% of American screw manufacturers had taken a licence
to use Phillips patented specification. This was rather more complex than
was obvious at first sight. Phillips had improved on an earlier development
by an Englishman named John Frearson who had been granted an
American patent in 1873. In this patent, screw heads had one, four or six
rectangular slots within them which caused the flat sided, taper ended
blades of the drivers to be centred on the axis of the screws but did not
prevent the tapered sides of the blades, when under axial pressure, from
lifting out of the slot by the action now known as
‘cam-outing’. In the Phillips system, cam-outing was
deliberately incorporated in the cruciform slots which
had tapered sides and bottoms. This design
encouraged cam-outing before the head of the fastener
could be broken off. These tapers also had the
advantage that the head was not unduly weakened at
its point of attachment to the shank. The system was
modified for use in the aircraft industry during World
War II to make cam-out occur before the fastener
stripped the thread of light alloys. ‘Phillips’ fasteners
were used extensively for the assembly of Merlin
engines for this reason. At that time reliable torque-
limiting wrenches were not widely available until
‘Norbar’ began limited production in 1942.
‘Phillips’ fasteners did not become readily
available to the domestic market in England until
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the post-war period.
In the hands of the engineering
enthusiast cam-outing was an
unnecessary frustration and in 1955 the
‘Posidriv’ was introduced. In this
variation cam-outing is avoided by the
use of parallel sided slots in conjunction with sharper
angles at their bases. Whilst ‘Posidriv’ (no, I haven’t
forgotten the ‘e’, it doesn’t have one) can be turned with
a ‘Phillips’ driver the reverse will not work. The heads
of ‘Posidriv’ fasteners are recognisable by the additional
lines impressed between each arm of the cross-slots and
the drivers have sharper points. In another variant of
the cross-head principle the ‘Torq-set’ has the arms of
the cross off-set. These are used in aerospace
applications.
Whilst there is now a wide range of differing drive
systems, both external and internal, one of the
more popular ones is the ‘Torx’. This was
introduced in 1965 by Camcar but it did not gain
universal acceptance until the 1980s. It comes in both internal and
external forms and can also be found in tamper-proof forms incorporating
pins embedded in the recesses. The standard ‘Torx’ has six lobes with
radial ends whilst the six lobes of the ‘Torx Plus’ (which was introduced in
1991) has lobes with elliptical ends. This distributes the torque from the
driver to act at right-angles to the radius. In its ‘tamper-proof’ form with
the embedded pins, which may be off-centre, it only has five lobes. Despite
attempts to create tamper-proofing by the introduction of ever more
variations, cheap kits of many different types of drivers for fasteners are
readily available which leads me seamlessly on to the next pair of
definitions which are widely confused with one another.

Bolts and Screws: Whilst they both have screw threads, bolts have an
unthreaded shank. This applies whatever type of head is at the top. Most
bolts have hexagon heads or recesses to be held or driven by spanners or
keys whilst screws intended for metal joining can have a wider range of
heads and are designed for joining components by screwing into a threaded
hole. This may be pre-formed in a nut or in one of the components. This
type of screw is properly described as a ‘machine screw’ or ‘set screw’ in
America. Some screws do not have a head at all and are designed to lock an
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outer, threaded component against
an inner sliding one. This type is
properly described as a ‘grub screw’
although sometimes, in a Humpty
Dumpty moment, as a ‘set screw’.
However described they will
usually have formed ends to suit
the locking effect required.
Because bolts are mostly tightened
by holding the head and turning
the nut, screws are mostly
tightened by turning the head
and this is sometimes used to
differentiate between the two.
Machine screws are not
designed to attach components
which require accurate
alignment or are expected to
create a shear force against
the fastener. For these
applications a bolt is required
where the unthreaded shank
can provide a more accurate
location as well as resistance
to shear forces. The length of
the shank will be determined
by the thickness of the
components being joined.
Latterly, where welding is not appropriate, bolts have replaced the use of
rivets. Whilst material cost is greater and bolts add extra weight to a
structure by virtue of the heads and nuts, overall construction costs are
reduced since riveting is an expensive process. However, in the days of
widespread riveting the best practice was to assemble the structure using
expensive bolts and to replace them progressively with rivets one at a time.
The bolts were then re-used as the construction advanced. Continuing the
theme of joining components this brings me to the next pair of
misunderstood words.

Soldering and Sweating: Here again is an example of words changing
over time to reflect their importance. Time was when ‘soldering’ meant one
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thing and one thing only, which was the use of alloys of lead and tin to join
and seal copper, brass, iron and other lead based alloys such as pewter. The
word solder comes from the Latin ‘solidari’ meaning ‘to make solid’ and in
its application to the joining of metals implies that the solder has a much
lower melting point than the metals being joined. Since the introduction of
solders with much higher melting points such as those containing silver,
these have been described as ‘hard’ or ‘silver’ solders. In turn these are
often confused with the use of brass type alloys for joining copper and iron
by the process of ‘brazing’. To confuse matters further the use of ‘hard’
solders containing silver is sometimes called ‘silver brazing’ and in an
unsuccessful attempt to clarify matters the original tin/lead solders are
now called ‘soft solders’.
This muddle would have delighted Humpty Dumpty, which is a pity
because it detracts from the main point which is to define the process of
‘sweating’. This is a technique involving soft solder that has been largely
forgotten. ‘Sweating’ is a two stage process involving lead/tin alloys in
which the first stage is to apply the molten alloy separately to the cleaned
surfaces to be joined. The alloy must fully ‘wet’ the surfaces and excess
alloy must be removed. In the second stage the surfaces are brought into
close contact and re-heated to create a molten layer of alloy between them.
This second heating, which has to be hotter than the first in order to melt
the initially wetted surfaces, changes the composition of the alloy by
encouraging it to dissolve some of the base metal. This augmented alloy
has a higher melting point and is significantly harder than the original
alloy which creates a very much stronger joint than a single stage
‘soldering’ process. Plumbers attempting to re-align a previously attached
capillary fitting will know all too well that a second heating and re-
alignment must be done rapidly. If not, the joint becomes stiff as more of
the copper dissolves in the solder alloy, and attempts to move it give an
audible ‘squeak’ as the copper rich alloy crystallises to make a permanent
bond. The copper rich alloy partially solidifies in needle shaped crystals
called dendrites and during the ‘squeaky’ period they align themselves in
the direction of movement to form, what is in effect, a one-way clutch.
Traditional soft solders are based on lead/tin alloys in varying proportions
to be used for specific purposes. For example 60% lead/40% tin is used for
‘wiped’ plumber’s joints due to its wide melting range of 183ºC - 247ºC.
‘Ordinary’ solder is 50% lead/50% tin whilst 63% tin/37% lead is the
‘eutectic’ alloy which has a specific melting point of 182ºC. For electrical
work the commonly used alloy is 60% tin/40% lead and has a narrow
melting range. Molten solders with a high tin content easily dissolve copper
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and can rapidly erode copper soldering irons. This effect can be reduced by
adding copper to the formulation. ‘Savbit’ comprises ‘Ordinary’ solder with
1.5% added copper whilst the ‘Eutectic’ solder with its higher tin content
needs the addition of 2% copper to achieve a similar result and only raises
the melting point to 183ºC. Read on...

Celsius or Centigrade: Temperature scales are dimensionless and are
only meaningful by reference to defined physical properties. For everyday
use since 1742 the standard reference points have been the melting and
boiling points of water. In the scale devised by Anders Celsius he applied
the figure of one hundred to the freezing point of water and zero to its
boiling point with one hundred divisions in between. This metric system
was welcomed by the scientific community of the time but it was decided to
invert the scale thereby creating the ‘Centigrade’ scale. For the next two
centuries the term ‘Centigrade’ caused much confusion in countries where
the term was also being used for angular measurements. This lasted until
1948 when an International agreement changed the term to ‘Celsius’.
Perversely, the BBC held out until 1985 maintaining that it was incorrect
to attribute the inverted scale to Celsius. So there you have it, take your
pick or hedge your bets and stick to the indeterminate capital ‘C’.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Don't Forget
Members' Running Days

Saturday 15th June &
Saturday 21st September
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The Smallest State Railway InTheWorld
By Y.I.

The Vatican Railway was built in 1929, in accordance with a treaty signed
with the King of Italy. It consists of about 600 metres of single track, from
a junction with Ferrovia Stato (FS), the Italian State Railway, immediately
north of Roma San Pietro Station. It runs to the Vatican State border and
is mainly laid on an eight arch viaduct. Near the border, which is secured
by sliding solid steel gates set into the city wall, there is the
commencement of a run round loop. Immediately inside the wall lies the
ornate station named Citta del Vaticano, built entirely of marble, with a
200 metre platform.
The tracks continue beyond the station into a ninety-seven metre long
blind tunnel under the Giardini Vaticani (Vatican Gardens). This is the
headshunt for the goods yard, which lies behind the station platform. The
yard has two tracks, a goods shed and a loading ramp. There are only six
points, one of which lies in Italy.
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The line is not electrified
and so initially steam and
now diesel locomotives,
provided by FS, serve the
branch. Security is tight to
such an extent that a
crossover has been installed
at the station platform to
enable the daily goods train
to run around without
having to re-open the steel
border gates. Trains average
five vans per day, carrying
mainly mail, parcels, empty
bins and consumables,
whilst outward traffic
consists of mail in vast
amounts, sent from the
Philatelic Department which
these days occupies the
whole of the station
building, and household
rubbish and recycling in wheeled bins. At times of disaster in Europe, such
as earthquakes, aid is sent by rail direct to the stricken area from supplies
held in The Vatican.
The local passenger service, also provided by FS, runs upon demand and
not to a timetable. It shuttles between the station and Roma San Pietro, a
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five minute
journey. Only
employees of
The Vatican
are allowed to
use the
service. The
public are
strictly
excluded. A
brand new
three-car unit
has recently
replaced a
wooden four-
car diesel unit
from the
1930s. Very
occasionally,
official visitors
arrive by
locomotive-hauled train whose length is restricted to three carriages and a
locomotive. His Holiness the Pope tends to use the railway once per year to
go to Assisi. His special luxury coach is maintained by FS. It was built for
the King of Italy in the 1930s, but sequestered by Mussolini, returning to
the King after his death. Upon the King’s abdication at the end of World
War II, it was purchased by the Holy See.

The headshunt disappears into the blind tunnel under the
Giardini Vaticani. The freight tracks are to the right.

The diesel locomotive
that normally handles
the freight traffic, is
seen here arriving
with a special

passenger service
carrying official
visitors. Note the
Vatican State Flag

flown as a courtesy by
this Italian
locomotive.
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Above: The viaduct from Roma San
Pietro station, looking towards the
Vatican
Left: The steel security gates in the
city wall are closed in this view,
giving the impression of a tunnel.

Above: The ornate, marble Stazione Vaticana
building seen from the forecourt side.
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The London Model Engineering Exhibition
In January IDSME attended
the London Model
Engineering Exhibition at
Alexandra Palace. As always
there were a wide selection
of exhibits on our stand. The
following photographs will
hopefully give you a flavour.

Above: Set-up day was
bright and sunny, but
very cold.

Right: Very early in the
set-up process: just a
table with stuff
dumped on it.

Left: Things have
moved on a bit. John
Browning is carefully
placing Eric Ackroyd's
clock (right) in position.
Bob Proudfoot is
placing exhibits in the
show case and Peter
Fitch is awaiting
further instructions
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Above: An overview of
the finished stand with
Peter Pardington's
Taliesin in pride of
place.
Left: A closer view of the
exhibits on the stand.
Below: Exhibits in the
show case.
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The Last Steam OnThe Met
(Again)

Malcolm Parsons looks at the history of steam's
disappearance from the London Underground

It can now be revealed… The first train that could be titled the Last Steam
on the Met passed through Ickenham 108 years ago.You may be reading
this edition of Ashpan in early April but this is no joke, although there are
a few qualifications to the claim.
As must be well known by now, this is the 150th anniversary year of the
London Underground - the world’s first underground railway - the first
section of which opened between Paddington and Farringdon on 10th
January 1863. Over those 150 years there have been several occasions
which could lay claim to a 'Last Steam on the Met' title. Choose from:
following electrification on any of a series of dates between 1905 and 1961;
or when the last BR steam train carried passengers over Met tracks in
1966; or when LT’s last works train was steam-worked in 1971, or even
when the last of the Steam on the Met events was held in 2000. It is a
complicated story but I shall try to unravel it in order to mark, in a slightly
different way, the 150th anniversary of the First Steam on the Met.
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The initial line was, of course, steam operated and, despite efforts to
condense the exhaust steam and smoke, descriptions such as ‘choking’ and
‘sulphurous’ were often used to define the atmosphere underground. Indeed
the first attempt to maintain a clear atmosphere was tried before the line
opened by using a fireless locomotive - nicknamed Fowler’s Ghost - with a
firebox filled with quicklime. It was a failure from the start.

The Metropolitan and later the Metropolitan District Railways expanded,
completing the Circle Line and, by the 1890s, ran overground as far afield
as Hounslow and out into Buckinghamshire. But the conditions of the inner
section remained of concern and when the first deep-level ‘tube opened in
1890 (the City & South London, from near London Bridge to Clapham) it
used electric traction. (Though at various times there were three tube-sized
steam locos used mainly for shunting at above-ground depots.)
The Met and the District agreed (something quite unusual for the two
companies despite their close relationship) that the way forward was to
electrify at least the inner sections of their railways. Normal relations were
restored when they couldn't agree on the system to be used - the Met
favoured a high voltage (5,000v) AC system, with overhead power supply,

Fowler's handsome, but unsuccesful, broad gauge 'Ghost'
on a special trip near Edgware Road in 1862
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while the District preferred the low voltage (500/600v) DC conductor rail
system being adopted by the new ‘tube’ lines.
The matter went to arbitration and the latter system won. The District was
the first to introduce an electric service but these did not replace steam.
The company had built an extension from Ealing Common to South
Harrow, but not opened it. This became the first section to be electrified,
using a temporary power station at Alperton, and carried passengers from
1903.
The Met’s first electrification was rather more ambitious, involving the
tunnel section from Baker Street to Finchley Road, continuing along the
main-line to Harrow and over a rural branch line then being constructed
by an associate company, the Harrow and Uxbridge Railway.
In the way of such things however, the Uxbridge line was ready to open
before the new power station at Neasden was ready. So the new branch
opened on 1st July 1904 with steam traction. The first electric trains ran
from Uxbridge to Baker Street on 1st January 1905 and the full Uxbridge
service was electrically operated from 1st June.
Thus this summer we celebrate 108 years since the ‘First Last Steam Train
on [a Newly-Electrified Section of] the Met’ passed through Ickenham.
Electrification of the Circle line - both Met and District sections was
completed in 1905, although not without teething problems. The first
attempt to run a partial electric Circle Line service on 1st July ended after
just eight trains had run. The last had to complete its journey hauled
behind a steam locomotive. The problem was caused because Met electric
trains operating for the first time over District tracks displaced the
conductor rails. No such problem had been experienced on Met tracks. Full
electric services on the Circle were not finally established until 24th
September 1905. Later that same year the District ran its last steam
passenger trains. On the Met, by 1908 steam passenger trains only ran
north of Harrow, with trains changing locomotives there. Electrification
was extended to Rickmansworth in 1925, concurrent with the opening of
the Watford branch.
Such commercial Met freight trains that ran south of Finchley Road also
became electrically-hauled but the Great Western freight trains from
Paddington to Smithfield (Farringdon) were steam-hauled almost to their
withdrawal in the 1960s - the last I saw disappearing into the tunnels at
Bishop’s Road, Paddington was hauled by a 350hp diesel shunter.
But I am way getting ahead of myself. Back in 1933, and after a well-
fought battle, inevitably the Met lost its independence and was subsumed
into the London Passenger Transport Board (LT), the principal component
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of which was the Underground Group, with which the Met had been on
uneasy terms for many years.
There were two through services which ran over LT lines hauled by LT
electric locos and which changed to steam haulage beyond LT territory:
Liverpool Street - Paddington then onto GWR suburban stations such as
Uxbridge Vine Street, and secondly the Ealing Broadway - Barking –
Southend service. These used main line (GW or LMS) carriages and both
ceased following the outbreak of war in 1939. Elsewhere, both the LMS and
LNER ran their own steam trains over the LT-owned non-electrified
Widened Lines between Kings Cross and Moorgate.
Otherwise, in 1933, all of LPTB’s passenger trains were electrically
operated except the former Met services north of Rickmansworth along the
main line to Aylesbury and Verney Junction, and on branch lines from
Chalfont & Latimer to Chesham and from Quainton Road to Brill. LT also
inherited the Met’s commercial freight services which by then largely only
operated north of Harrow. Both the Met and District used steam on
maintenance trains, including through the central London tunnels.
The first cutback was in 1935 when the Brill branch closed completely. It
was steam-worked to the last, although an 1890s proposal to extend the
line to Oxford envisaged electric traction. The Quainton Road to Verney
Junction line followed in 1936 and after that few LT trains ran north of
Aylesbury. The line from Harrow to Aylesbury and onwards was a joint line
with the London & North Eastern Railway (earlier the Great Central) and
in 1937 an agreement was made between LT and the LNER for the latter
to completely take over the freight workings and responsibility for hauling
LT passenger trains north of Rickmansworth, the ultimate aim being to
electrify to Amersham, with LNER having full responsibility north thereof.
Thus in late 1937 the LNER took on these operations. The 18 larger ex-Met
steam locomotives, along with around 250 goods wagons were transferred
to that company. LT retained about a dozen locomotives, based mainly at
Neasden, but with a couple at the former District depot at Lillie Bridge
(West Kensington). All these locomotives’ work was on maintenance and
similar work, with one exception; for some reason commercial coal traffic to
sidings at Willesden Green remained an LT responsibility.
You may think we can now fast forward to extension of the Met
electrification in the early 1960s. Not quite, or even, not quite twice!
Immediately after the war the LNER was in dire trouble with steam
locomotive availability and LT provided a locomotive to stand at
Rickmansworth to take over Aylesbury trains if necessary. Then there was
a steam ‘tube’ service introduced in 1949 to consider. Under the 1935
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Development Plan, LT was to takeover and electrify a number of LNER
branch lines including that out to Ongar in Essex. Although delayed by the
war, new Central Line tunnels replaced part of the above ground section
from Ilford and tube trains ran as far as Epping from 1949. Although the
section on to Ongar then became part of the Underground and appeared on
the famous Beck ’tube’ map, the actual trains were steam hauled, using
locomotives and push-pull coaches provided by BR, until the section was
eventually electrified in 1957. Before that early BR diesel railcars were
tried on the Ongar section as well as the Chesham branch (the latter had
also seen trials with a GWR Railcar back in 1936).
So, at last, we come to 1961 and the Last Steam on the Met. Or rather, the
last LT steam passenger trains on the Met. Work on the electrification to
Amersham and Chesham, foreshadowed in the 1930s, had finally started in
1959, delayed first by World War II and then by materials and financial
shortages. An extra pair of tracks would be provided between Harrow and
Watford South Junction and the new A60 electric trains - which survived in
service until last year - would run to Amersham and Chesham. The LNER
had been superseded by British Railways, and the interest in the line had
been transferred from BR’s Eastern Region to its London Midland Region.

A Lewis Coles photograph of a London Transport goods train. He
captured the train – hauled by one of the 2-6-4T locos later transferred to
the LNER – for posterity near Chorleywood
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As part of BR’s modernization, the trains on to Aylesbury would now be
diesel multiple units. But steam was to have a last laugh - or two.
To help with the infrastructure work LT needed to increase its fleet of
service locomotives. It had already, after various trials including a diesel
shunter, bought some ex GWR pannier tanks from BR to replace ageing
Met locos and more panniers were added to the fleet. Eventually LT had
fourteen of them, although two numbers were used twice and there were
never more than twelve in the fleet at any one time. They were retained
after the electrification and replaced the rest of the former Met and District
locos which were - put simply - worn out.
The last steam Chesham shuttle ran in September 1960 and from then
some electric units also ran to Amersham. A year later, Sunday 10th
September 1961 saw all Met line services run by electric units so Saturday
9th saw the last locomotive changes at Rickmansworth, the last regular
locomotive-hauled (of any traction) passenger trains on the Underground,
the last LT trains to Aylesbury - and also a ceremonial special train. A few
weeks later what was thought to be the last steam passenger train on the
Underground saw L44 (Met No. 1) haul an enthusiast special to such places
as Moorgate and the East London line.
But even this wasn’t the last event… thoughtful people at LT realised that
the centenary of the Underground was not far away and retained some
stock – including the last two working Met steam locos and a rake of
compartment carriages - for an exhibition at Neasden in 1963.
As part for the
Neasden event a
replica of the first
1863 inspection train
was run with Beyer-
Peacock 4-4-0 tank
locomotive No. 23 at
its head. However,
this was not a steam
train - No. 23 and the
wagons were being
pushed by a battery
loco. The ex-Chesham
Ashbury coaches,
borrowed back from
the Bluebell, were
hauled by L44 in

Lewis Coles took this fine study of Met 23 and
other exhibits at the 1963 centenary

exhibition at Neasden.
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steam.
Two things I recall about going to the Saturday of the Neasden exhibition. I
met a school-friend at Ruislip and the coal train was in the yard. By this
time it was usually hauled by a BR Standard 4-6-0 but this was the only
occasion I saw it with a diesel - a BRCW Bo-Bo of what later became Class
26. Although much associated with Scotland, when new they were based at
Cricklewood for a short time. On the return journey I can recall waiting for
a new Silver Met (A60) rather than the red P stock which came in first.
After the Neasden event, No. 23 went back into Clapham Museum, L44
went into preservation and the other Met exhibit (0-6-2T L52) was
scrapped; there was a preservation attempt but it had cracked frames. The
LT pannier tanks continued to haul departmental trains which by a quirk
of the agreements ran as far as Aylesbury, although it was now a BR line,
and still hauled the occasional commercial load of coal to Willesden Green.
I’ve been unable to establish exact dates (some time in the 1960s) for when
the last GWR condensing pannier plied its way into Smithfield, for how
long steam passenger services continued on the Widened Lines or when BR
last steam-hauled freight to such places as High Street Ken, Barnet,
Epping or the Uxbridge line. But certainly until September 1966 you could
go to Harrow-on-the-Hill LT station and travel on a steam train, all be it
not to another LT station. The BR mainline service from Marylebone to
Nottingham still called at Harrow, the next stop north for these trains
being Aylesbury, by then in BR territory.
After BR ran its last steam in 1968, LT’s dwindling number of panniers
still chuffed round parts of the system usually at night and on at least one
occasion becoming the subject of a letter to The Times. A delightful view in
the Great Western Society’s Echo magazine showed one brazenly standing
in the suburban platforms at Paddington while working on the
Hammersmith & City line. I remember waiting for the last Uxbridge train
at Harrow one Saturday night (or as it was after midnight, very early one
Sunday morning) and being delighted to see two pannier-hauled works
trains.
But old age and differing work requirements meant the day had to come.
That day was Sunday 6th June 1971 when L94 hauled a demonstration
maintenance train from Moorgate to Neasden where there was another
Open Day. L94 carried a large headboard: LAST STEAM ON THE
UNDERGROUND.
And so it was… until 1989 when a restored Met No. 1 (L44) celebrated the
centenary of the Chesham branch. This led to the well-known Steam on the
Met events. There are better qualified IDSMEs than I to write about these,
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so I’ll just mention my personal favourite: being in the front coach behind a
GWR Mogul charging up Chorleywood bank….
“Given the organization changes ahead... it would be inappropriate…” Thus
after a decade of morale boosting, fund raising, fun and excitement (to
quote an official leaflet) and sheer nostalgia the last Steam on the Met was
held in 2000.
But somewhere there should be a Met steam loco named Phoenix. The
150th anniversary was too good an opportunity to miss and we’ve already
had No. 1 and vintage carriages on the original route through Baker Street.
A themed Acton Museum open day takes place in April and this summer
Steam on the Met will be back and there’ll be a Neasden open day.
And in years to come no doubt there will be other Last Steam on the Met
operations to savour!

For a couple of years Steam on the Met included runs to Uxbridge.
The last steam locos to haul freight on this line were BR standards –

though I think 2-6-0s rather than 4-6-0s, like 75014 seen here.
The photograph was taken by Barry Fryer at Hillingdon and 75014
is on the rear of a train bound for Harrow. As Barry took the photo
on 29th May 1995 it was almost 90 years to the day that the first

'Last Steam on the Met' ran on the line!
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Summer Programme
April 2013

Saturday 6th: Public Running Day

May 2013

Saturday 4th: Public Running Day

June 2013

Saturday 1st: Public Running Day
Saturday 15th: Members' Running Day

July 2013

Saturday 6th: Public Running Day

August 2013

Saturday 3rd: Public Running Day

September 2013

Saturday 7th: Public Running Day
Saturday 21st: Members' Running Day
Friday 27th: Annual General Meeting

October 2013

Saturday 5th: Public Running Day

There is no formal programme for evening meetings during the summer
months, but regular meetings are held every Friday evening from 8pm.




